Reception weekly task - 6.7.20

These are some of the activities we will be having a go at in school this week. Try some or all of them if you can.

**Maths**

- Talk about how we can show information in special pictures called graphs. Parents - take a tally of your family’s favourite sea creature and demo drawing a simple pictogram (picture graph) to show the results. See example

![Graph Example](image)

- Ask your child to complete ‘**Sea creature cut and stick graph**’.
- Talk about making pictures with 2D shapes. Print the '**Sea turtle Shapes**' worksheet. Ask your child to carefully cut out the 2d shapes and arrange them to create a picture of a sea turtle. Can they make any other pictures with the shapes?
- Print the '**under the sea subtraction matching**' sheets. Your child should match the subtraction sentence with the correct answer and colour both with the same colour. (Use a different colour for each number sentence and answer).

**English**

- Complete '**Label the sea turtle**' worksheet.
- Use your phoneme fan to make as many words containing the digraph ‘ur’ as you can (fur, hurt, church).
- Print '**Sea turtle facts**' worksheet. Ask your child to write three facts that they have learned about sea turtles. (Remind children to segment sounds to spell, use a capital letter at the beginning of sentences and remember finger spaces and full stops).
Topic – Under the sea

We will be watching videos on Espresso (school subscription), if you have free subscription for this site please watch the corresponding videos. If not, I have included some alternatives below.

- Find out about sea turtles. Try watching 'Sea turtles' (youtube) [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EIffdbFZMPQ](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EIffdbFZMPQ)
- Look at 'Sea turtle life cycle' - Twinkl power point. Ask children to complete 'Sea turtle life cycle' worksheet.
- Use plasticine or playdough to make models of a sea turtle egg, hatchling, juvenile and adult.
- Print and make a 'Split pin sea turtle'. (Print onto card if possible)
- Find out about the ocean zones. Try watching [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fHVE4B-UjmM](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fHVE4B-UjmM)
- Complete 'Deeper and deeper' worksheet. Cut and stick the sea creatures into the correct ocean zone.
- Find out about warm seas and cold seas and the creatures that live there. Complete 'Warm and cold seas' cut and stick activity.
- With an adult, listen to, enjoy and try to learn some of the words to 'Octopus's garden' (Ringo Starr) - Octopus's garden animation with lyrics [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fS970nubP-o](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fS970nubP-o)

Remember to keep practising your phonemes and tricky words. Use the phoneme cards to make 3 new words every day (eg fish, shark, shell).

Keep sharing lots of books and make sure YOU try to read the words too!

Have a go at spelling 3 tricky (red) words every day. Write them down or sound them out for your grown up.

Login to Mathletics! Keep going to get your bronze, silver and gold certificates!
Talk about your work with your family as much as you can.

Stay home and stay safe...we miss you!

NB: If you are having difficulty printing worksheets, please do not worry! Simply complete those tasks that don’t require any printing or use a whiteboard/any type of paper to complete writing or number sentence activities.